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them with lands. The leading (royal) abbeys were similarly
enriched. Grants to the Church were the usual feature of
royal charters, and these were made as much from self-
interest as from motives of piety. Moreover, an ecclesiastical
office could not become hereditary; during a vacancy the
temporalities were resumed by the king, and re-granted by
him to the new bishop or abbot.
Since the king put so much power into the hands of the His control
bishops, it was essential for him to maintain his control over ^e^omt"
them, and especially over their appointment. Here again
Otto was only following tradition, for the Frankish kings
had always so controlled appointments. From the clerks
of the royal chapel, as in Charlemagne's day, the episcopate
was largely staffed. Trained under his eye, experienced
often in the business of his chancery, the king could rely
on their loyalty and capacity. The canonical rules for
episcopal elections were easily circumvented, and the normal
procedure illustrates how effectively the king's control was
exercised. First of all, it was customary for the electing
body (at present ill-defined as " the clergy and the people ")
to obtain the Icing's consent to an election. At this point
the king usually intimated whom he wished to be elected,
but in any case it rested with him to ratify or to refuse
consent to the canonical election which followed. The
bishop-elect did homage and took the oath of fealty to the
king, who invested him with the temporalities of the see
(his lands, his secular office and other privileges); and only
after the bishop had thus become the king's man did the
ecclesiastical consecration take place. The bishops, there-
fore, were usually royal nominees, at any rate acceptable to
him and bound to his person. In the highest posts Otto I
eventually followed the same policy that he had adopted
with the duchies, of filling them with members of his own
family. In 953 his brother Bruno was made archbishop of
Cologne; in 954 his illegitimate son William succeeded the
rebellious Frederick as archbishop of Maycnce; and in 950
his cousin Henry became archbishop of Treves, in succession
to Otto's uncle Robert.
Being satisfied as to the personnel, Otto could safely add ?hc ultimate
to the authority and domains of the bishops, and use them
as a check on the power of the lay nobles.   But what he thus

